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TIP SHEETTIP SHEET
PERTH - 26th March 2020

R1 - TOOWOOMBA | 12:52 | AUD $19,000 |  BARRIER REEF POOLS MDN PLATE

77 MISS CHARLEE LYN
Produced some good performances recently, most recently second at this track. Rises in journey.
She has a keen liking for this track. Should make strong bid.

44 BRASH
Three-year-old gelding who has been thereabouts at the nish at each of his career runs to date.
One of the favourites here.

11 DROP THE PILOT
Four-year-old gelding stepping out for his rst race start. Inclined to look elsewhere barring
market move.

88 REAL SMILES
Solid effort last start showing good ability. Up in the weights now but still appeals as well treated
and should take plenty from that run. Contender.

55 HALEIGHOZAE
Resumes today after showing some ability in his debut prep placing once. Rates for a place
today.

R2 - PINJARRA | 13:12 | AUD $20,000 |  TABTOUCH-BETTER YOUR CLUB MDN

77 VICTORY SHOT
Resumes here after a four months spell and a 4 3/4f Lark Hill barrier trial that was used in
preparation for today. Form last campaign was excellent and a forward showing is to be
expected.

66 FANDAZZLE
Narrowly beaten when running third at this track last start only beaten 0.7 lengths. Improver. A
win is on the cards.

11 DRAMA FREE
Expected to run well but could manage only ninth when beaten 2.5 lengths over 6f at this track
last time. Rates well on best form and looks well placed here.

22 MAGNUSON MAN
Missed the placings last time over a longer journey when fth over 7 1/2f at York. Can make a
bold showing and rates an each way hope.

99 ABERDEEN QUEEN
Filly by Universal Ruler from the dam Highest Honour who makes debut. Shows ability with a
recent trial placing and can measure up at first outing.

R3 - TOOWOOMBA | 13:27 | AUD $19,000 |  BLACK AND WHITE CABS MDN PLATE

1010 SHIMMER LAKE
Fought on well last time to nish in the placings when third over 7 1/2f at Port Macquarie. Rates
highly here and is expected to run well.

88 LEICABLE
Form since resuming has been disappointing, last start ran in fth over 1 m at this track. Easier
here and can do much better.

22 OUR RED JET
Yet to break through in thirty runs but wasn't far away last time at second over 1 m at this track
on March 14. Overdue and expect a bold showing here.

55 SHORTAZ
Started this campaign with poor form, last start recording seventh by 3 lengths over 1 m at this
track. Rates well and is among the chances.

44 PLATINUM DEAL
Four start maiden who was eighth over 1 m at this track and steps up in journey here. Rates well
on best form and comes into calculations.

R4 - PINJARRA | 13:47 | AUD $20,000 |  PROGRAMMED PROPERTY SERV. MDN

44 INTERSTATE
Sat just behind the leader at this track last start and worked home well to nish second. Not
beaten far on that occasion. Looks capable of fighting out the finish again here.

66 VITAL IMAGE
Three-year-old gelding who has been thereabouts at the nish at each of his career runs to date.
One of the favourites here.

88 MIND TRICKS
Made steady improvement at second career start, boxing on strongly to nish second over 6f at
this track. Not far off a win and ranks among the leading chances.

11 RETURN A SMILE
Returns here after nishing tenth over 5f before a break. Has placed in a recent trial and should
go close.

1010 LUCY DA GREY
Two start maiden who ran an improved race last time when beaten 3.5 lengths nding fth over
5f at Ascot. Not far away latest and can place with further improvement.
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R5 - TOOWOOMBA | 14:04 | AUD $19,000 |  K&R PLUMBING SUPPLIES HCP (C3)

11 ALADINA
Drifted back but made a strong run to find the frame over 1m at this track and will relish the extra
ground here. Best figures should see her run well.

88 HEEBEE RIGHT MATE
Powered home to win with style by 2 lengths at Ballina last start, rises in class this start. Rates
well among the competition.

44 RICHEST
Finished mid eld but beaten only 2 lengths when fth over 1 m at Beaudesert. Racing well and
rates among the top chances.

22 MINOR LUCK
Finished mid eld over 1m at this track last time, 2.75 lengths from the winner. Stretches out
further in journey. Looks suited and shouldn't be far away.

55 SKYQUAKE
Broke through at this track for her maiden win over 1 m last start and coming into a harder eld
this start. Can run into a place.

R6 - PINJARRA | 14:20 | AUD $20,000 |  STH MANDURAH ANTENNA MDN

33 HE'S ALL MIGHTY Been close at both his two starts in this time. Ready to improve now. Strong chance.

88 WORTH A RISK
Improved twice over to place second at this track last time out over 7f. Looks well placed and
rates highly off that run. Expected in the finish.

77 MARTARELLO
Started this campaign with poor form, last start recording fth by 1.9 lengths over 7f at Ascot.
Has the ability and may be worth another chance.

22 GALAGA
Fair effort when fth at Albany last start when in the market and has to have claims if he can run
up to that form again. Third up, drawn well and looks a strong winning chance.

1212 GINGER FLYER Resumes after six months off. Debut run wasn't inspiring. 3lbs apprentice claim helps.

R7 - TOOWOOMBA | 14:40 | AUD $19,000 |  AUDI CENTRE TOOWOOMBA HCP (C2)

11 THE HAND
Galloper with a good career winning two races four runs, last start nishing rst over 6 1/2f at
this track. Rates highly and expected to be in the finish.

33 MISS CAVALLO
Started this campaign with poor form, last start recording eighth by 10 lengths over 6 3/4f at
Doomben. Easier here and can do much better.

22 MASTER OF NORWAY
Consistent galloper tter for two runs from a spell, the latest when 1.5 lengths win over 6f at
Dalby. Fitter again and rates among the winning hopes.

44 MADDIARA
Mid eld runs of late have not been without some merit. Excuses for last start. Now should be t
and ready for this outing. Has each way claims here.

66 SIZZLING SUN
Form since resuming has been disappointing, last start ran in fth over 6f at Dalby.
Disappointing latest but don't underestimate.

R8 - PINJARRA | 14:57 | AUD $20,000 |  K CRAFT CLEANING SERVICES MDN

1010 PRETTY FRIAR
Found herself positioned up on the speed at Ascot last start and worked home nicely, running
second. Wasn't beaten by far in that affair. Comes into calculations here after latest outing.

33 EL CARDERO
Drops in distance since latest outing at Geraldton when third, nishing 2.75 lengths off the
winner. Looks a strong contender.

44 PASARAN
Fought on well last time to nish in the placings when third over 7f at this track. Form good for
this and rates as a major player.

11 DESIGNER PRINCE
Is racing well this campaign without winning but placing at his last three starts including a third
place finish at this track last start. Rates highly in this field and can break through.

99 PHANTOM'S STAR
Could manage only mid eld last time when fourth at Bunbury over 1400. Tackles a longer
journey. Rates an each way hope here.

R9 - TOOWOOMBA | 15:15 | AUD $19,000 |  LIVING TURF (BM60)

44 ALL SHIRAZ
Handy mare racing in good form, nished mid eld last time when fourth but beaten only 2.5
lengths over 6f. Rates highly here and is right in the mix again.

88 WEARETENFORTYEIGHT
Doesn't win often and last win was well over a year ago. Latest when a 7.5 lengths fth over 5f at
Sunshine Coast. Rates higher in this field and expected to measure up.

66 FANTASAY
Missed the placings last time over a longer trip when ninth over 6f at Dalby. Rates well and
should run well.

11 KINGS IRIS
Resumed at this track over 5f and missed the frame, nishing sixth and beaten 4.5 lengths.
Should strip much fitter and expected to be in the mix this time.

33 ABB ROY
Finished seventh last start over 6 1/2f at Gold Coast. Rarely wins, with just 3 successes from 48
starts. Has the ability and is a definite each way hope.
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R10 - PINJARRA | 15:40 | AUD $25,000 |  ELECTRICAL CONSULTANCY WA (C1)

44 CASA ROSADA
Found maiden win last start at Bunbury. Rates well and can continue winning form. Chance for
another win.

55 PORPHYRIO Beaten by a head when third at Bunbury on 7f in latest effort. Looks close to a win here.

11 HARD TOO CEE
Latest ran in rst over 1m at this track, rarely winning with just one success from 36 starts. Has
the ability and looks one of the major players.

33 WHISPERING JACK
Returned at long odds in a tough race but will nd this easier and tter for the run. Can do much
better with the run under his belt.

99 GALIBA
Form has been poor since winning last year, the latest a well beaten seventh over 1m at Ascot
when beaten 5 lengths. Has the ability and gets chance to show best.

R11 - PINJARRA | 16:15 | AUD $25,000 |  SOUND TELEGRAPH HCP (C1)

11 DIGNITY BAY
Lightly raced gelding progressing well. Last start posted a neck win over 6f at this track. Has the
ability and can run a forward race.

22 CELIATORE
Returns from a break following a seventh over 5f at Ascot. Fitter for a recent trial placing and
expected to run well.

66 GOOD FORTUNE
Doesn't win often and last win was more than a year ago. Latest when a 2.75 lengths sixth over
7f at Bunbury. Has the ability and expected to run well.

1313 TRILLI FILLY
Poor winning strike rate and hasn't won for nearly two years. Last start was a 1.9 lengths fth
over 5 1/2f at York. Rates highly and can do much better.

33 LONDON MISS
Found herself positioned up on the speed at Ascot last start and worked home nicely, running
fifth. Wasn't beaten by far in that affair. Looks capable of fighting out the finish again here.

R12 - PINJARRA | 16:45 | AUD $25,000 |  ROWDY COOL AIR HCP (C3)

11 COME RIGHT BACK
Handy sort with two wins from ve runs, scoring last time over 1m at Ascot. Form good for this
and looks one of the major hopes.

22 VOLKSWAGON FRANK
Settled back but made a sustained run to nd the frame over 1 1/4m at this track and will
appreciate the extra ground here. Rates among the leading chances again.

44 WEE RIPPER
Ran well last start when just out of the market at $17.00 at Ascot over 1 1/8m. Looks better
suited.

66 SCENIC JOURNEY
Has been thereabouts lately. Last start came home strongly from last on the turn and nished
fourth over 7 1/2f at this track. Strong last time and looks a leading hope.

33 BLACKWOOD RIVER
Finished mid eld over 7 1/2f at this track last time, 4.75 lengths from the winner. Down a little in
weight and stretches out in journey this time. Definitely worth including on best ratings.

R13 - PINJARRA | 17:15 | AUD $25,000 |  100 CLUB MEMBER DAY HCP (C3)

22 MIDNIGHT BLACK
No longer a maiden after a win at this track over 1 1/4m last start, facing a rise in class this race.
Gets the chance to win again.

33 THUNDER BOOM
Finished in the placings last time carrying 120lbs over 7 1/2f at this track. Penalised by the extra
6lbs but rates one of the leading hopes.

66 CLEO'S AFTERPARTY
Has not been far away in recent times and was a last start winner at Albany. Should be
competitive this start, is a top chance.

77 WILD GALAH
Latest ran in fourth over 1 3/8m at Bunbury, rarely winning with just one success from 33 starts.
Has the ability and expected to run well.

1010 LEXDEN GAMBLER
Won at long odds by 1.3 lengths two back at $31.00 over 1 1/4m at Bunbury. Can gure in the
finish.


